
Zoom Meeting Survey Results 
 
Did you attend the April meeting and demonstration via Zoom?  
Yes   76.09%  35 
Telephone only    2.17%  1 
No   21.74%  10 
 
If you did not attend, can you explain why? 
I forgot about the meeting   30% 3 
I wasn't interested in this demonstrator 10% 1 
I'm not comfortable with Zoom and  
    the technology for a virtual meeting 10% 1 
Other (please specify)    50% 5 

Missed hearing about it. 
We had Cindy at the Seattle club in March, doing the same demo. 
I was not invited 
Logging on by phone (my only option at the time) was not convenient. Also, I have not used 

Zoom before and it seemed like a hassle. One other thing is it SEEMED like only paid 
members were welcome and I haven’t paid my 2020 dues yet. 

Not interested in a virtual meeting. I can go to YouTube for the same stuff.  
 
How would you rate the audio/visual quality? 
Pretty bad  0% 
Inconsistent  0% 
OK   0% 
Pretty good  48.57%  17 
Top notch  51.43%  18 
– 
TOTAL   35 
Weighted average 4.51 
 
How would you rate Cindy Drozda as a demonstrator? 
Poor   2.56%  1 
Passable  0%  0 
Average  0%  0 
Good   15.38%  6 
Excellent  82.05%  32 
– 
TOTAL   39 
Weighted average 4.74 
  
 



Given that this was our first remote meeting and demonstration, what did you like or dislike 
about it? 

Great Zoom Meeting, good reception, and the best ever demonstration. I liked it all. 
The meeting worked very well, Cindy was set up to do a good job with her cameras. 
Overall , fantastic ! 
I thought for a first effort things went very well. Cindy was excellent and well prepared to 

share the virtual demo. Meeting was concise. I just have trouble concentrating while 
sitting at a computer listening to information being presented. 

I would have liked to attend, but I wasn't given the passcode, etc 
My computer isn't set up for it yet, and it was difficult to see well on my phone. Iron out 

some bumps, upgrade my equipment, and next one will be much better. 
The video was excellent 
Being able to see up close and the way Cindy presented the material was what I liked the 

best 
I thought it was very well executed. For a first iteration I would call it a big win. 
Went well. 
It's harder to socialize, as there is really only one conversation at a time, but the 

convenience of being able to see the demonstration was great. 
It’s not like being there, but it’s great for now. I think we are learning important ways to 

bring demonstrators to our club from all over the world. 
Clear view and good sound quality. 
no problems 
I've participated in two Zoom meeting this week and I liked that Cindy's presentation was 

good for the timeframe and our other presenter was a little long but had great tips 
Need to take turns somehow when talking 
Her setup was good, learned a thing or two. Easy to see what's happening. Sometimes live 

demos are not as easy to see. 
I liked the show and tell great demo - thanks for sharing with Steak Turners. 
Laid back....everyone seemed patient, as many folks may not be computer gurus. Having 

someone like Cindy with a well-tuned video system helped tremendously. Show/tell 
worthwhile. 

Great video. Great presenter. Great camera work. 
Choice of person to give demo 
Not much interaction with questions etc, unless you opened the mic's after the demo for q 

& a time. Didn't stay around for that. Liked the show and tell -how it was done. 
Overall it was great, a slight delay in the audio, but over all it was great. 
Nothing can replace the personal contact and wood auction, but the demonstration was 

actually better than doing it in person. Familiarity with her equipment and layout, no 
rushing, Cindy's skill with the software, all made for a great demo. 

I like the demonstration, seating at home in front of my screen I had a better view of the 
demonstration and a lot more comfortable in my own chair. I was also able to take 
notes easier. I did not find anything that I dislike. 

The convenience and personal interaction. 
 



Perhaps a bit long. 
I like the ease of being at home for the meeting. I would like to be able to get to know 

other turners which can’t be done this way. I’m new to the club. 
At various times the video would glitch and go fuzzy, but for the most part the closeups 

were better than sitting in the audience at a regular meeting and watching on a TV - I 
could get my nose down close to see what was happening. I thought her use of the 
cameras was quite good in offering a clear demonstration of the process. Toward the 
end I found myself nodding off, which was no surprise given the day I had had. The 
great advantage to that situation was that I didn't have get in my truck and drive home 
for an hour or more, chancing falling asleep on the road. Going forward, we will be 
back to having live demos, but I, for one, would like to continue to have the live video 
available to me - mainly to prevent problems on the drive home. I would hope that the 
board and the video guys could make that happen. 

The level of interaction and participation by members was better than expected and it 
helped me put some names to faces by having the names by their video icon. 

nothing 
Highly organized and clear presentation 
The interaction 

 
What were your thoughts on the virtual Show & Tell? 

Ok 
Great job! 
That worked well. The photos were of good quality. 
Excellent 
I had to deliver it. I felt more like I was coordinating than presenting, so I didn't really offer 

much praise to the turners who showed. I appreciated the participation we did get but 
wished we had more members submit work. Overall, the quality of the photos was 
pretty good. 

I was expecting more submissions. The person commenting on their work could also hold it 
up and rotate it around which might be more interesting and effective than the picture 
itself. 

Not enough comments from participants, but it went well. 
Super this is better tha live meeting 
This was great it went quickly and it was real easy to hear everybody  
Good overall. Some people got a bit long winded. Maybe encourage people to put the basics 

on a notecard when they take a picture so we have that in one place. Those with more 
skill can add to their photograph if they want. It might also be fun to have people shoot 
short videos on their phones talking about their projects. 

Did not get item finished until just before meeting, so no photo sent ahead. Would have 
liked option to show it live. 

Well organized. I thought it worked really well. 
That was pretty good. 
Very well done 
need more pics and more time to upload them. Some of us are pretty slow ..... 



As a presenter I thought it came off very well 
I would definitely do it again 
photos are better to see, than live. However the ability to look at something up close is 

missing. 
Great 
Not sure how much effort it was for Jeff Brody, but would enjoy seeing it happen again. 

Thinking about time limits for each item if lots of participants. 
Super. I could really see the details. 
None could not get on 
See above 
fantastic show. audio sucked. 
I thought it went great! 
The show & tell worked was great, a good picture and you got to see and listen to the 

person. 
I missed that one. Got there too late. 
Liked it. 
I thought it was good. However sometimes a touch and feel is helpful. 
I missed that part. 
Well done. Maybe we can have a slide show up as one of the "participants" during the social 

hour so folks can take sneak peeks before the actual show and tell and maybe have 
more interaction during the actual show and tell 

liked it. 
Very good 
It was great 

 
 
Would you be interested in other remote demonstrations? 
Definitely would  85.71%  36 
Probably would  11.90%  5 
Probably would not  0.00%  0 
Definitely would not  2.38%  1 
 
If we found a demonstrator in Europe and had to schedule the demonstration for a morning 
hour, would you be interested in participating? 
Definitely would  73.81%  31 
Probably would  19.05%  8 
Probably would not  4.76%  2 
Definitely would not  2.38%  1 
 
Do you have any additional thoughts about the April 29 meeting or the demonstration? 

The demonstration was far beyond my expectations! 
Thank you very much ! 
We (Seattle club - I'm the program guy) are also thinking about overseas demonstrators, 

and have already moved one meeting to a different day/time to accommodate time 



zones - we'll see what our response is! We've also been doing "Virtual Sawdust 
Sessions" where members demo/display some technique/approach in their own shop 
over Zoom - we've gotten good response (30-40 folks watching/interacting). 

Présentor was well prepared and had a very good grasp of the technology which made it go 
smoothly. This might not always be the case. Alll in all, exceptional. 

Went very well for an inaugural presentation. 
No 
I think this would be a great way each month to show our demonstration for the folks that 

can not attend 
It might be fun to have people share pictures or short videos of their workshops. 
Willing to work on a way to do the auction. PayPal maybe? 
Thank you to all who put the hard work in to make it happen. 
nope 
Not at this time 
Would have been nice if the announcement for show and didn’t show up in my box on 

Sunday evening and want inputs by Monday at noon. I don’t check my email every day. 
good demo, fair number of members taking advantage. I could have used a more 

comfortable chair. 
? 
You fellas did good. High applause. Sincere appreciation for everyone’s effort 
Better choice of people to give demo 
my first time doing a zoom thing. a test of my tech skills, a bunch of fun... 
None at this time 
Thank you to those who took time, especially Larry, to get us ready. 
It seems to me that the content of an online meeting needs to be pretty good and contain 

plenty of local information to draw a crowd. That’s the nature of watching something 
that isn’t live. Underscoring my point, I directed a group of my students to join the OPW 
Zoom meeting and noted that the featured personality would be Molly Winton. The 
response was, “I can just as easily find any one of a dozen Molly Winton videos on 
YouTube and watch it on my own schedule.” He had a good point. There’s no criticism 
or negativity intended here; just sending along the feedback I received. 

I thought the meeting worked great. 
No 
Nope 
Cindy’s audio could have been better. 
I was pleased with the turnout and I think the feedback on our Facebook page after has 

clearly inspired folks to try some of her techniques. I was most pleased to see Cindy 
following our Facebook page as well. This will build our global connectivity to our craft 
much quicker than real meetings. Now if we could just get the cookies delivered... 

Well done! Thanks Larry for all your prep and guidance! 
Great survey 
 


